The Hewlett-Packard 3000 is a minicomputer?

"The 3000 a minicomputer? I think calling the 3000 a mini is an abomination!"

When we asked Mr. Thomas Harbron, Director of the Computing Center, Anderson College, Anderson, Indiana, what he thought about the HP 3000, he had some very interesting things to say:

"We're using the 3000 for administrative processing, academic work and some commercial work. We have 27 terminals and we selected the 3000 because we wanted a system that would provide us with remote access and would do general purpose types of things from the terminals. The 3000 allows us to do many different things at different terminals. In fact, it does everything we expected it to do and was the only machine we could find in its price class that would. I'd recommend the 3000 to others. It's a powerful and versatile machine. And it's cost effective as well. It's half the price of anything that comes close to it!"

"I don't think that Hewlett-Packard ought to call the 3000 a minicomputer. It is a complete medium-sized system."

That's what the EDP center manager of an aircraft manufacturer said about the 3000. He also had this to say:

"One primary reason we bought the 3000 was to collect and analyze radar development data. The problem is that we have to collect data fast enough, pipe it to a computer, analyze it, and then make the necessary instrument adjustments. HP's 3000CX was the answer. We also bought it for its interactive capability. Very significantly, in our acoustics department we had to have the ability to turn around data analysis fast. The 3000 has been a real cost saving computer for us. For the last two years I was the entire staff for the 3000. Not a great deal of detailed knowledge of the system is necessary. Technicians can use it without much training. I'm very much sold on the 3000. And it's definitely a complete system—not a minicomputer."

"It allowed us to run eight times the volume at a third the cost. No minicomputer could do that!"

The above statement was made by the corporate banking division EDP manager of a major California bank. He also said:

"We've had the 3000 for over nine months. A year ago we were on a time-sharing system and the cost became prohibitive. We contacted six different companies to look over and bid on a proposal that defined our needs. HP was the only one that could handle our total application of management information for the Corporate Banking Division. The 3000 is not just a mini—it's much more. We're constantly amazing people here with what we can do. It's not hard to operate, not hard to cope with. But our favorite topic is that we're paying less than one third of what we were paying and running four times the volume. And this year, we'll double our volume again. That's eight times greater and less than one third the cost. That's really productivity!"
"We found the only thing mini about the 3000 was its price."

When we asked the EDP center manager of another major manufacturing company about the 3000, that was what he had to say. He also had this to say:

"Our computer needs include both scientific and commercial applications. We were phasing out our teleprocessing terminal and our Environmental Monitoring Division's computer. So we started looking. We spent several months studying computer systems, and rated them on speed, versatility and ease of operation. The result of our study showed that the HP 3000 provided these requirements and had the best cost/performance ratio. We didn't fully realize the potential of the 3000 until we started programming it. We have experienced a significant cost savings in the seven months we've had the 3000 and we expect a greater savings in the months ahead. We really like the interactive CRT for programming and data input. Being a multi-programming system we can have many users on at the same time. The power and speed of the 3000 is equal to a large machine. It's no mini. Calling it the Mini DataCenter is more accurate. I'd definitely recommend the 3000 to other potential users. In fact, we already have. We feel they would be money ahead."

We're glad these and other users of the HP 3000CX set us straight. We called it a minicomputer because its state-of-the-art technology lets us sell it for a minicomputer price. From now on we'll call it a Mini DataCenter.

We want you to get the whole story. Write us for your copy of our HP 3000CX Mini DataCenter booklet. We know you'll find it interesting, informative, and maybe a bit surprising.

**HP Mini DataCenters.**
They work for a living.

**Hewlett-Packard**
Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries.
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